We de ne a new height function R ( ), the Remak height of an algebraic number . We give sharp upper and lower bounds for R ( ) in terms of the classical Mahler measure M ( ) : Study of when one of these bounds is exact leads us to consideration of conjugate sets of algebraic numbers of norm 1 lying on two circles centered at 0. We give a complete characterisation of such conjugate sets. They turn out to be of two types: one related to certain cubic algebraic numbers, and the other related to a non-integer generalisation of Salem numbers which we call extended Salem numbers.
In this paper we obtain sharp upper and lower bounds for R ( ) in terms of M ( ), and describe in turn those for which each of these bounds is in fact an equality. This leads us to the study of algebraic numbers lying with their conjugates on two circles (Theorem 2). Here, and throughout the paper, all circles are assumed to be centered at 0.
We rst need some de nitions. Recall that a Salem number is an algebraic integer > 1 of degree > 4 conjugate to ?1 whose other conjugates all lie on j z j= 1. De ne an extended Salem number to be an algebraic number > 1, of degree at least 4, conjugate to ?1 , whose other conjugates all lie on j z j = 1. So the extended Salem numbers which are algebraic integers are the Salem numbers. y An algebraic number is reciprocal if ?1 is a conjugate of . Say that an algebraic number is a unit-circular if lies with its conjugates on j z j= 1. So, by Kronecker's Theorem ( EW], p.27), the unit-circular algebraic integers are the roots of unity. We now state our rst main result. The rst inequality is an equality precisely when either (i) j a 0 j=j a d j and lies with its conjugates on two circles (but not on just one) or (ii) lies with its conjugates on one circle.
The second inequality is an equality precisely when either (iii) 
The rst inequality is an equality when either lies with its conjugates on two circles, or is cyclotomic. The second inequality is an equality when either 2. Conjugate sets of algebraic numbers on circles: results.
In this section we describe those algebraic numbers which satisfy either conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. To do this, it is convenient at this point to make two more new de nitions.
De ne a unit-norm to be an algebraic number with j a 0 j=j a d j. So the unit-norm algebraic integers are the units. Note that extended Salem numbers are unit-norms. Let be an extended Salem number or a reciprocal quadratic, of degree 2s, with conjugate set 1 ; 1 2 ; :::; 1 s . We de ne an algebraic number to be a Salem half-norm if = " 1 " 2 2 ::: "s s for some such and some " i = 1 (i = 1; :::; s). We can now state our second main result, elucidating condition (i) of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose that a unit-norm of degree d lies, with all its conjugates, on two circles j z j= r and j z j= R, but not just on one, with (without loss of generality) at most half of the conjugates on j z j= r. Then one of the following holds:
(a) d is a multiple of 3, R = r ?1=2 with having d 3 conjugates on j z j= r and 2d 3 on j z j= r ?1=2 . Assuming (without loss of generality) that j j = r we have, furthermore, that for some positive integer n; r n (= say) is a real non-totally real cubic unitnorm, and n = , where is unit-circular. or (b) To clarify further how to construct satisfying (ii) of Theorem 1, we need only quote the following result, due essentially to Robinson: Proposition 1. (Robinson Ro] , Section 2). Suppose that an algebraic number lies with its conjugates on the circle j z j= R. Then, for some integer n; R n is rational (= q say), and n = q where is unit-circular. Conversely, given a positive rational q and unit-circular, then , de ned as a root of n = q, lies with its conjugates, on the circle j z j= q Proof. >From the de nition of R,
which proves the rst statement. Notes. 4. Lemmas for the proof.
We need the following simple results. Lemma 1. Suppose that ; 2 ; : : : ; k are conjugate algebraic numbers satisfying n 1 n 2 2 : : : n k k = 1, where n 1 ; n 2 ; : : : ; n k are integers with jn 1 j > jn 2 j + : : : + jn k j. Then is unit-circular. Furthermore, if has any real conjugates, then = 1. This is in fact a weak version of Corollary 2 of Sm3], which had the stronger conclusion that is a root of unity. However, we give a self-contained proof.
Proof. As usual, let , the house of , be the maximum of the absolute values of and its other conjugates. If 1= > , replace by 1= so that we can assume that > 1= and thus j i j > 1= (7) for any conjugate i of . Clearly > 1. Now choose an automorphism of a suitable nite normal extension of Q containing which maps 7 ! and i 7 ! 0 i (i = 2; : : : ; k) so that n 1 0n 2 2 : : : 0n k k = 1. Now, using (7), we see that 1 = , where " = 1, then for some positive integer n; 0 n = "n :
Proof. (A simpli ed version of that in Sm2]). We can assume 6 = 0. Also, using
Dirichlet's Theorem, we can nd a positive integer n such that, on replacing and its conjugates by their nth powers, we can assume that by and its conjugates all have positive real part. Next, among all conjugates of with j log j jj maximal, choose the conjugate ( 1 say) with largest argument (in absolute value). Now, use a suitable automorphism to map to 1 , the same automorphism taking 0 7 ! 2 ; 00 7 ! 3 say.
Then 2 3 = 2" 1 , which, by argument considerations shows that arg 2 = " arg 1 , and by modulus considerations shows that j 2 j=j " 1 j. Hence 2 = " 1 which, on applying the inverse automorphism to the one just used, gives 0 = " (so in fact, reverting to the original 's, 0n = "n ).
The following result is due essentially to Boyd Bo] and Ferguson F] . However, it is readily deducible from Lemma 2 (which is what Ferguson does), so we give the proof. Proof. If no other conjugate of has modulus , we can take m = 1. Otherwise, suppose that 0 6 = is a conjugate of having modulus . Then 0 0 = 2 and so, by Lemma 2, 0n = n for some n 2 N. Doing the same for every conjugate of having modulus , and taking the lcm (N say) of all the corresponding integers n obtained, we see that N has no other conjugates of modulus N :
We note in passing that, on applying the lemma to all real conjugates of any algebraic , we have: 
If k = 0 then ja 0 j > ja d j, while if k = d then ja d j > ja 0 j. Thus from (9) 
which gives (10). From above, and the second part of Lemma 5, we see that equality in (11) occurs when either with equality throughout if all of j 2 j = : : : = j d?1 j = 1. If this happens, then for d > 2, j 2 j = 1 implies that is reciprocal ( 2 being conjugate to 2 = 1= 2 ), so that must be an either a unit-circular or an extended Salem number. If however d = 2, then equality clearly occurs provided j 1 j > 1 >j 2 j.
6. Conjugate sets of algebraic numbers on two circles.
In Theorem 2, we described conjugate sets of algebraic numbers lying on two circles, with the additional property that ja 0 j = ja d j. The rst step in proving this theorem is the following.
Lemma 7. Let be a unit-norm lying with its conjugates on two circles, but not just one circle, with k conjugates on jzj = R say, and`conjugates on jzj = r, where of course R 6 = r and (without loss of generality) k >`. Then either (i) \The two-to-one case" : k = 2`and r = R ?2 or (ii) \The one-to-one case" : k =`and r = R ?1 .
Proof. We may suppose that is on jzj = R, with a conjugate 1 say on jzj = r. Then as is a unit-norm, the product of the conjugates of is 1, giving
and so also r = R ?k=`:
(13) Now apply an automorphism of some suitable normal extension of Q containing , this automorphism taking 1 7 ! , and say ; and 1 to conjugates 2 ; 3 ; 4 respectively. Then from (12), ( 2 3 ) k ( 4 )`= 1, and so certainly j 2 j k j 3 j k j j`j 4 j`= 1. (14) (We do not claim that these s are distinct and indeed if 1 is real, 4 = ). Since 2 ; 3 and 4 are either on jzj = R or jzj = r, the left hand side of (14) Substituting for r using (13), we see that these six values are powers of R, where the exponent can be 2k + 2`; k +`; (2`? k) (1 + k=`) ; (`? k) (1 + k=`) ; 2 (`? k) (`+ k) or (`? 2k) (1 + k=`) : However, 1 is a unit-norm, as R 6 = 1 so that, by (14), this power must be 0: Since k >`, this can happen only if k = 2`(third case) or k =`(fourth and fth case). Finally, the use of (13) completes the proof.
In the following two sections, we study the radius R, for each of the two cases (i),(ii) of the previous lemma. As we shall see, in each case some power R n of R is very tightly constrained.
7. The two-to-one case.
In this section we analyse further the two-to-one case of Lemma 7.
Lemma 8. Suppose that is a unit-norm with 2d=3 conjugates on jzj = R, with the remaining d=3 conjugates on jzj = 1=R 2 (= r). Then, for some positive integer n; r n is a real cubic unit-norm whose two other conjugates are non-real.
Proof. We may assume that j j = R. Then, by Lemma 3, there is an integer n such that j j 2n has no other conjugates of modulus j j 2n . Hence, on renaming n as and R n as R, and putting = = R 2 , we can assume that has no other conjugates of modulus . Next, note that cannot be rational. For otherwise we could choose an automorphism taking 7 ! 1 , where 1 is on jzj = 1=R 2 , say 7 ! 2 and of course 7 ! . Then we would have = 1 2 , from which j 2 j = = j 1 j = R 4 , which is impossible. Hence has at least one conjugate 6 = . Let 0 be any one such conjugate. Now, choose an automorphism taking 7 ! 0 , and say 7 ! 3 ; 7 ! 4 . Since 0 = 3 4 , by the rst paragraph of the proof not both 3 and 4 can have modulus R. On the other hand, they cannot both have Lemma 9. Let be as in the statement of Lemma 8. Then for some positive integer n some conjugate of n is of the form , where is unit-circular and is real, cubic, non-totally real and a unit-norm.
Proof. This time take with j j = r = 1=R 2 . By replacing by a power n and R by R n we can, as in the proof of the previous lemma, assume that . So, no pair of conjugates of and can be reciprocals of one another unless both are of modulus 1. But applying an automorphism to (15) we see that every conjugate of must be part of such a reciprocal pair. Hence is unit-circular, = say, and so = , where = 1= . Finally, n = for the original . We have thus completed the proof of alternative (a) of Theorem 2.
8. The one-to-one case.
The following lemma describes the radii R; R ?1 of the circles in the \one-to-one case" of Theorem 2. We can clearly assume that R > 1. We summarise the properties of G (not all of which are, in fact, needed for the proof) as follows:
Sublemma. Proof of Sublemma. We prove part (b) rst. Consider the subgraph G 1 of G, having edges labelled 1; corresponding to the identities = 2 or = ?2 . Clearly every vertex has exactly one such edge incident to it, so that G 1 consists of d=2 disconnected edges. Now, applying an automorphism to a normal extension of Q containing ? and so 2 which takes 7 ! i , we see that these d=2 identities (and so d=2 edges of G labelled 1) above give d=2 identities for every i, and so d=2 edges of G labelled i. In this way we obtain, for each vertex of G and for each i, an edge labelled i or ?i incident to that vertex.
We claim that we have found all the edges in this way, so that each vertex has for each i exactly one edge labelled i or ?i incident to it. To see this, note that if 0 = 2 i then 0 is determined by and i. If also 00 = ?2 i then 2 0 00 = 1, so that, by Lemma 2, 0n = ?n for some n 2 N. Thus 0 = 2 i is a root of unity, which is clearly false. This proves (b), and hence (a).
To prove (c), let i 6 = j be in f1; : : : ; sg, and consider a path i 0 j 00 i 000 j 0000 , where the signs are say " 0 ; " 1 ; " 2 and " 3 respectively. >From the associated identities we Now, mapping i 7 ! and say 0000 7 ! ; 7 ! ; j 7 ! `w e get = 2(" 3 +" 1 ) = 2(" 2 +" 0 ) . Since and have modulus or ?1 , we must have " 2 = ?" 0 . Similarly, mapping j 7 ! we get " 3 = ?" 1 , and hence, from (17), 0000 = . This proves (c) and hence the sublemma.
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 11. Consider the vertex of G, with its s incident edges, labelled " 1 1; " 2 2; : : : ; " s s say. De ne by = " 1 " 2 2 : : : "s s . Note that, from the identity = 2" 1 associated to the rst of the edges, we have j j = 1. Suppose that has a conjugate 0 with j 0 j > 1. Take an automorphism mapping 7 ! 0 and 7 ! 0 say, with j 0 j = j 0 j , where say " k k 7 ! , with = 1. If = 1 then j 0 j > , so = ?1, j 0 j = 2 and j 0 j = . Now let k be the vertex adjacent to with label " k k, and associated identity k = 2" k k . If k 7 ! 0 k under this automorphism, then j 0 k j = ?2 = j 0 j = ?3 , which is impossible.
The same argument applied to ?1 = ?1 ?" 0 ?" 2 2 ::: ?"s s shows that ?1 has no conjugate greater than 1 in modulus. Hence is unit circular, and = " 1 " 2 2 : : : "s s .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
9. Proof of Theorem 2 0 .
For Theorem 2 0 , we need the following.
Observation. If is algebraic, is unit-circular and is a unit, then is also a unit.
This simply follows from the fact that = ( ) ( ) :
To deduce Theorem 2 0 from Theorem 2, take a unit lying with its conjugates on two (but not one) circles. Note that, on replacing by a conjugate if necessary, we have n = , where = is a real, non-totally real, cubic in case (a), and = = " 1 " 2 2 ::: "s s is a Salem half-norm in case (b).
Assume that , and so n ; is a unit. Then, by the observation, is also a unit. Hence in case (a) = 1=2 is a real cubic unit. In case (b), = ? " 1 =2 is a unit, and so a Salem number, and is also a unit. Thus, in either case = or is a unit, and therefore so is = ( ) ?1 . Hence is a root of unity, say with m = 1: It follows that When applied to totally real , Bertin Be] showed that the d d=2 in (4) could be replaced by 4 bd=2c .
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